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Cloud microphysics across scales	




Eulerian versus Lagrangian methodology 	

(continuous medium versus particle-based)	


	

Warm (no-ice) versus ice-bearing clouds	


	

Understanding of the physics 	


versus numerical implementation	

	


Precise and complex 	

versus approximate and easy to apply	
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The Earth annual and global mean energy budget  



Fundamentals of cloud physics 



Maritime cumulus 

Continental cumulus 





Berry and Reinhardt JAS 1974 







p-T phase 
equilibrium diagram 
for water substance  



Pristine ice crystals, 
grown by diffusion of 
water vapor (water 
vapor between ice- 
and water-saturation) 

Snowflakes, grown by 
aggregation 



Rimed ice crystals 
(accretion of 
supercooled cloud 
water) 

Graupel (heavily 
rimed ice crystals) 

Hail (not to scale) 



Magono and Lee (1966) classification of ice 
crystals and their growth regimes 







Gunn and Marshall JAS 1958 



Fundamentals of cloud 
thermodynamics modeling 



Water vapor is a minor constituent:  
mass loading is typically smaller than 1%; thermodynamic 
properties (e.g., specific heats etc.) only slightly modified; 

Suspended small particles (cloud droplets, cloud ice):  
mass loading is typically smaller than a few tenths of 1%, 
particles are much smaller than the smallest scale of the flow; 
multiphase approach is not required, but sometimes used 
(e.g., DNS with suspended droplets, Lagrangian Cloud Model) 

  
Precipitation (raindrops, snowflakes, graupel, hail):  
mass loading can reach a few %, particles are larger than the 
smallest scale the flow; multiphase approach needed only for 
very-small-scale modeling 



Continuous medium approach: density (i.e., mass in the 
unit volume) is the main field variable (density of water 
vapor, density of cloud water, density of rainwater, etc…) 

In practice, mixing ratios are typically used. Mixing 
ratio is the ratio between the density (of water 
vapor, cloud water…) and the air density. 



Mixing ratios 
versus specific 
humidities… 





Modeling of warm-
rain  microphysics 





A very simple (but useful) model: rising adiabatic parcel… 

Take a parcel from 
the surface and 
move it up… 

… by solving these 
equations. 
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The nonlinear equation for Δq can be solved 
using the  Newton-Raphson method… 



F(x) = 0	

x = ?	




qv  
qc 

Look not only on the patterns (i.e., processes), but also on specific numbers 
(e.g., temperature change, mixing ratios, etc). 



Invariant variables:  
 
total water,  
 
liquid water potential 
temperature,  
 
equivalent potential 
temperature. 

Note: equivalent potential 
temperature is closely 
related to moist static 
energy, cpT + gz + Lqv… 



Adding rain or drizzle: 



We need something more complicated than a rising parcel as 
rain has to fall out. One possibility is to use the kinematic 
(prescribed flow) framework… 



Cloud water 
and rain 
(drizzle) fields 
after 2 hrs 
(almost quasi-
equilibrium…) 

cloud water, qc 

rain (drizzle) water, qr 



So far we only had information about the mass 
of cloud and precipitation. Do we need to know 
something about droplet sizes? 



maritime (“clean”) continental (“polluted”) 

cloud 
base 

cloud 
updraft 

Indirect aerosol effects (warm rain only) 

1st Indirect 
effect 

2nd Indirect 
Effect 



Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Summary for Policymakers, 2007 





Figure from Bjorn Stevens	


 Stratocumulus topped boundary layer 



What determines the concentration of cloud 
droplets? 
 
To answer this, one needs to understand formation of 
cloud droplets, that is, the activation of cloud 
condensation nuclei (CCN) . 
 
This typically happens near the cloud base, when the 
rising air parcel approaches saturation. 



Surface tension (Kelvin) effect 

Solute (Raoult) effect 

Saturated water vapor 
pressure over an 
aqueous solution 
droplet with radius r 

Saturated water vapor 
pressure over plain 
water surface 

Saturation ratio: 
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environmental conditions 

stable 
unstable 

haze particles activated droplets 



activation radius 

activation saturation ratio (or supersaturation) 



CCN, soluble salt particles, have different sizes. 
 
Large CCN are nucleated first, activation of smaller ones 
follows as the supersaturation builds up. 
 
Once sufficient number of CCN is activated, 
supersaturation levels off, and activation is completed. 



CCN, soluble salt particles, have different sizes. 
 
Large CCN are nucleated first, activation of smaller ones 
follows as the supersaturation builds up. 
 
Once sufficient number of CCN is activated, 
supersaturation levels off, and activation is completed. 

These processes are typically considered in the context 
of detailed (bin) microphysics… 
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cloud droplets 
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cloud droplets 

aerosols (CCN) 
move activated 
CCN to droplet 
grid once 
activated… 



Twomey activation of CCN: 
 
N - total concentration of activated droplets 
S – supersaturation 
 
                             N = a Sb 
 

     a, b – parameters characterizing CCN 
 
               0 < b < 1  (typically, b=0.5) 
                a~100 cm-3          maritime/clean  
                 a~1,000 cm-3   continental/polluted 
 
Activated CCN are inserted into the first bin (say, r=1 µm) 



Computational example: 
 
Nucleation and growth of cloud droplets in a parcel of 
air rising with vertical velocity of 1 m/s; 
 
60 bins used;  
 
1D flux-form advection applied in the radius space; 
 
Difference between continental/polluted and maritime/
pristine aerosols 



maritime 
a=100 cm-3  

continental 
a=1000 cm-3   N = a Sb 



maritime  continental 



Application of the bin-resolving microphysics to the 
problem of turbulent mixing between cloudy and clear 
air: cloud chamber mixing versus DNS simulation 

30 cm 

Andrejczuk et al. JAS 2004, 2006, 2009 











Grazing 
trajectory 

Growth of water droplets by gravitational collision-coalescence: 

Droplet inertia is the key; without it, there will be no collisions. This is why collision 
efficiency for droplets smaller than 10 µm is very small.  

Collision efficiency: 



Hall (J. Atmos. Sci. 1980) 
(compilation of many theoretical studies and 
laboratory measurements) 
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Hall (J. Atmos. Sci. 1980) 
(compilation of many theoretical studies and 
laboratory measurements) 



Grabowski and Wang, Atmos. Chem. Phys. 2009 

Adiabatic parcel model 



Grabowski and Wang, Atmos. Chem. Phys. 2009 





Grabowski and Wang, Atmos. Chem. Phys. 2009 



Grabowski and Wang, Atmos. Chem. Phys. 2009 



Mass transfer rates (left – condensation, 
right – collision/coalescence); 
CONTINENTAL case 

Grabowski and Wang, Atmos. Chem. Phys. 2009 



Mass transfer rates (left – condensation, 
right – collision/coalescence); 
MARITIME case 

Grabowski and Wang, Atmos. Chem. Phys. 2009 



Grabowski and Wang, Atmos. Chem. Phys. 2009 





Kinematic (prescribed-flow) model of microphysical processes 
in Stratocumulus (2D: x-z)  

Vertical velocity  Horizontal velocity 

-500m 500m 
0

800m 

Run up to quasi-steady-state is obtained (typically couple hours)… Morrison and Grabowski JAS 2007 
Rasinski et al. AR , 2011 



Cloud water (after 3hrs) 

Maritime (clean)                                     Continental (polluted) 



Maritime (clean)                                     Continental (polluted) 

Supersaturation (after 3hrs) 



Cloud droplet (r < 20 microns) number concentration  

Maritime (clean)                                     Continental (polluted) 



Drizzle (r > 25 microns) mixing ratio 

Maritime (clean)                                      Continental (polluted) 



Traditional bulk model is computationally efficient (just 
2 variables for condensed water). 
 
Traditional bin-resolving (detailed) microphysics is 
computationally demanding (~100 variables). 
 
Is there anything between?  
 
YES, a two-moment bulk scheme, i.e., predicting mass 
and number of cloud droplets and rain/drizzle drops 
(just 4 variables; e.g., Morrison and Grabowski JAS 
2007, 2008). This scheme also predicts supersaturation. 



Morrison and 
Grabowski JAS 
2007, 2008 



 
 
- 

WARM-RAIN PHYSICS: 
 
cloud water:  qc , Nc 

drizzle/rain water:  qr , Nr 

Nucleation of cloud droplets: link to 
CCN characteristics 
 
Drizzle/rain development: link to 
mean droplet size 

Morrison and 
Grabowski JAS 
2007, 2008 



Nc , qc – cloud water concentration and mixing ratio 
Nr , qr – drizzle/rain water concentration and mixing ratio 

concentration of activated CCN 

Morrison and 
Grabowski JAS 
2007, 2008 



ventilation coefficient  



Kinematic (prescribed-flow) model of microphysical 
processes in Stratocumulus (2D: x-z)  

Vertical velocity  Horizontal velocity 

-500m 500m 
0

800m 

Run up to quasi-steady-state is obtained (typically couple hours)… 



Morrison and Grabowski JAS 2007 



Morrison and Grabowski JAS 2007 



1D updraft: profiles of 
the supersaturation as a 
function of vertical 
model resolution  
 
(Morrison and Grabowski 
JAS 2008) 

w = 1 m/s w = 4 m/s 

w = 0.5 m/s w = 0.2 m/s 



New trend: Lagrangian treatment of the 
condensed phase:  



Eulerian dynamics, energy and water vapor 
transport: 

Lagrangian physics of “super-particles” 

a single “super-particle” represents a number of 
the same airborne particles (aerosol, droplet, ice 
crystal, etc.) with given attributes  

Coupling 

mid – mass of the super-particle 
 
Mid – concentration of super-particles 
 
ΔV – volume of the gridbox 

Andrejczuk et al. 2008, 2010  



Why Lagrangian SD approach is appealing?  
 
- no numerical diffusion due to advection;  
 
 - but sampling errors: one needs ~100 particles per gridbox for 
simple problems, many more with a longer list of attributes for 
appropriate sampling of the parameter space; 
 
 - straightforward for condensational growth of cloud  droplets 
(initial sampling of the CCN distribution, growth/activation/
evaporation of aerosol/droplet) – ideal for entrainment/mixing! 
 
 - more complex for collisions (collision of two SDs creates a new 
SD: two methods in the literature to deal with this…); 
 
 - seems ideal to couple with sophisticated subgrid-scale models  
to represent effects of turbulence (e.g., randomly choose 
thermodynamic environment within a gridbox, use LEM 
approach, etc); 
 
- easy representation of ice particle habits and diffusional varsus 
accretional growth. 





1-moment Eulerian scheme 



2-moment Eulerian scheme Lagrangian scheme (super-droplets) 

Arabas et al. GMD 2015 



Andrejczuk et al. JGR 2010  

CCN of 190 cm-3  

CCN of 1295 cm-3  

9 hr 

3 hr 



Summary: 
 
Warm-rain microphysics: cloud droplet activation, condensational growth, 
collisional growth. 
 
Eulerian modeling warm-rain processes: 
 
     - bulk single-moment scheme: mixing ratios for cloud water and drizzle/rain 
water (activation irrelevant, no information about  spectral characteristics, 
model resolution can be low); 
 
     - detailed (bin) microphysics: concentration (per unit mass) of cloud and 
drizzle/rain drop in each size (mass) category (~100 variables); 
supersaturation and droplet activation predicted, requires high spatial 
resolution (especially near  cloud base); can be even more complicated if 
detailed information about aerosols is added; 
 
     - double-moment microphysics: mixing ratios and concentrations of cloud 
and drizzle/rain drops, supersaturation does not have to be predicted (but it 
can be; e.g., MG scheme), activation either predicted (MG; high resolution 
needed) or parameterized (e.g., as a function of the updraft speed; lower 
resolution possible). 
 
Lagrangian modeling of warm-rain processes:  
 
    - relatively straightforward simulation of aerosol processing. 


